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BUG CARD
Design by: jrzeegrl98 (84 Projects)
About me: I love papercrafting!
Project skill level: easy
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Outdoors Cards

Congratulations Cards Friend Cards Playful

My son took and passed the state exam for Pest Control,
so of course I needed a card!

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Plantin SchoolBook
Cartridge

Home Décor Cartridge

Birthday Bash Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
card stock

adhesive

Spellbinders Shapeabilities

googly eyes

PROJECT CUT FILES
bug card.ccr

STEP 1
I welded 2 of the bugs shadow from the Home Decor cartridge along with a rectangle from Plantin. Cut two of these images, one in lime
green the other in light yellow.
Cut 1 light yellow bug blackout

STEP 2
Cut two basic bugs in black
score the two welded cuts in half. The light yellow will need to cuts in the center of the fold to create the pop up feature. Adhere light yellow
to lime green. Adhere black basic to yellow blackout and then adhere that to the lime green. Attach googly eyes.

STEP 3

Open card and adhere black basic to top half of light yellow welded shadow bug. You will need to trim some of the bottom of the bog body
at the bottom to accommodate the pop up. Add googly eyes.

STEP 4
Cut 1 basic mouse2 from birthday bash pink (trim off the balloon from hand to ear)
Cut 1 shift basic mouse2 grey
Cut 1 layer 1 mouse 2in tan. Assemble mouse, add googly eyes and use marker to draw mouth.

STEP 5
cut one banner using the banner die in cuttlebug
stamp sentiment and then attach banner to mouses hands with dimensionals. attach mouse to cut pop up
If using the attached file the card will fit in a 5x7 envelope.
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